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Legends around the Park / Fan Cam! 
 

 
 
Father’s Day at the diamond!  Robert Schwier and his sons  
Bobby and Jacob form a dominant trio for the Nationals 
           
The Hot Corner! 
 
The sun continues to shine on Legends games as the League dodges the “rain bullet” yet again 
through May and into June on the road to the Spring Championship!  The playoff scene changed 
considerably in the 19+ division in the last 3 weeks of the regular season, with the 30+ division 
showing less change in the scenery at the top of the standings.   
 
19+ Division:  With the Senators and the Flying Squirrels dominating the first half of the season, 
the Nationals and Hurricanes end the regular season roaring back to make it a four horse race, 
with the Mavericks and Thunder still chasing.  The Squirrels edge out a regular season 1st place 
finish in their expansion season, with the Hurricanes in a dead heat only statistical points behind 
in 2nd, both earning byes for the quarter-finals.  In the playoffs, the Thunder shocked the odds-
makers by upsetting the early favorite Senators in the quarters, only to then fall to the Squirrels 
in the semis.  The Nationals shut down the Hurricanes in the semis with strong pitching, setting 
the stage for a fantastic Championship game featuring the expansion team whiz kids (it’s 
“Squirrel Time”!) against grizzled defending champs (“Been there, done that!”). 
 



30+ Division:  The Padres continue their sweep of the 30+ division, finishing the season 
undefeated against their division opponents (only losing to 19+ division teams) en route to 
another Championship game, while the Redlegs dispatch the Explorers in the quarters, only to 
see their hopes and dreams again crushed late in the semi-finals game in the bottom of the 9th 
inning (it was just too painful for Redlegs to submit a write-up on this one!).  But here’s the story 
in pictures! (courtesy Allie Cortese) 
 

   
Tough wind!                        The tag-up! 
 
 

 
Incoming! 
 

 
Safe with the walk-off winning run!               The ball! 

Censored! 



Meanwhile, the Expos douse the Firefighters and stop the Rebel-lion en route to their shot at 
glory in the 30+ Championship!  But can anyone stop the Padres or do we have to move them to 
the 19+ division like the Nats??? 
 
Great teams playing quality baseball means a memorable pair of Championship games are on tap 
for this coming weekend!  Any baseball fan would be proud to watch these, so head out to Lee 
High School (30+ Championship) or South County Secondary (19+ Championship) and see the 
excitement in person! 
 
Here are the results from last week’s Father’s Day games! 
 
 
Game Results – June 16th  
 
>19+ Division 

 

Sunday, June 16, 2013 
 

FlyingSquirrels       SEMI-FINAL GAME!  Squirrels advance to Championship! 14  
Thunder 

2 
  

Nationals               SEMI-FINAL GAME!  Nationals advance to Championship! 8  
Hurricanes 

2 
  

Explorers               Interdivision consolation game 6  
Senators 

5 
 

   
>30+ Division  

 

 Sunday, June 16, 2013 
  Cardinals                Consolation game 9  

FireFighters 0  
  Padres                   SEMI-FINAL GAME!  Padres advance to Championship! 9  

Redlegs 8  
  Expos                    SEMI-FINAL GAME!  Expos advance to Championship! 10  

Rebels 7   

Explorers                Interdivision consolation game 6  
Senators 

5 
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Legends of the Week for Regular Season  
Weeks 6-8 and Playoffs Week 1 and 2!  
 
19+ Division   
 
WEEK 6:  Hurricanes pitchers Mike Romano and Alex Budnik combine to hold the first place 
Squirrels for a victory that vaults the Canes into the division lead. 
 
WEEK 7:  Flying Squirrels starting pitcher Blair Delean pitched 5 shutout innings giving up 
only 2 hits and registering 13 strikeouts against Senators DJ Phillips who had an equally 
impressive outing scattering 3 hits and giving up 1 run in his 5 innings of work.  Both of these 
Legends of the Week combined to create the fastest and possibly lowest scoring Legends 9-
inning game ever (2 hours 25 minutes; 3-0 final score). 
 
WEEK 8 / QUARTER-FINALS:  The Hurricanes Adam Oberheim goes yard in his first at-bat 
at his alma mater high school field for his first ever round-tripper while making two web-gem 
diving catches in left and a put-out at the plate as catcher to stop three opponent rallies. (no 
nominations from the Thunder/Senators quarter-final game?)  
 
SEMI-FINALS:   The Flying Squirrel’s Ryon Saenz turned in another ridiculous performance 
going 4-4 with 5 RBIs and 2 stolen bases to lead his team to their first shot at a Championship.  
The Nationals pitcher Jacob Schwier shut the door when it mattered in the final two tense 
innings while shortstop Al Torres put the nail in the Canes season in the top of the 9th with his 
continually hot hitting and baserunning. 
 
30+ Division   
 
WEEK 6:  No nominations from the 30+ managers for this week. 
 
WEEK 7:   LOTW shared this week between Rebels shortstop Scott Knapp for his second 
homer of the season, all-around ESPN “web gem” defensive plays and morale-boosting in the 
dugout and the Expos Britt Dennis for his massive grand slam homer over the right field fence 
at Mount Vernon High School to lead his team to victory. 
 
WEEK 8 / QUARTER-FINALS:  The Rebels Dave Narins pitched his best 5-inning start of the 
season as well as contributing with hits and RBI’s at the plate to send his squad to the semi-
finals. 
 
SEMI-FINALS / WEEK 9:  The Explorer’s Patrick McCane chalks up 3 RBI’s and pitches four 
shut-out innings of closing relief to support his team in their victory over the Senators. 
 
Make someone’s week on your team!  Nominate them for “Legend of the Week”!  Everyone has 
that one ‘break out’ game where they were the magic for your team, win or lose.  Recognize 
them with a shout out in the Commish Corner! 
 
Please remember to send along a photo of your nominated player if you can! 



 
Team Game Summaries 
Game reports by the managers. Photos are courtesy of “The Commish” or Legends League 
photographers unless credits otherwise given 
 
 

  
The Flying Squirrels 
 
Week 6 vs Hurricanes 
 
see Hurricanes summary 
 
Week 7 vs Senators 
 
A hot Sunday morning brought the Flying Squirrels and the Senators together in what turned out 
to be quite the pitchers’ duel.  Flying Squirrels starting pitcher Blair Delean pitched 5 shutout 
innings giving up 2 hits and registering 13 strikeouts for his Legend-of-the-week bid. The Sens 
starter DJ Phillips was equally impressive scattering 3 hits and giving up 1 run in 5 innings of 
work. As the relievers were put to work, hits were still tough to come by.  In the 8th inning the 
Squirrels' bats came to life as they were able to score 2 insurance runs off 5 hits and Squirrels 
reliever Justin Britt turned in 4 solid shutout innings, giving up just 3 hits to secure the Flying 
Squirrels' 3-0 victory. The Flying Squirrels are looking ahead to the playoffs in search of the 
crown in their inaugural season. 
 
Semi-Final vs Thunder 
 
The Flying Squirrels came out against the Thunder ready to play, jumping out early with a 4 run 
first inning and tacking 2 more on in the 3rd to take a 6-0 lead.  Squirrels starter Blair Delean had 
another stellar outing on the mound, facing 15 batters for 15 outs in 5 innings that included 9 
strike outs and was helped by an errorless Squirrels defense.  Legend-of-the-week nominee Ryon 
Saenz turned in another ridiculous performance going 4-4 with 5 RBIs and 2 stolen bases. Shout 
out to Jeff D of the Thunder for a monster dead center field blast that accounted for 1 of the 
Thunder's 2 runs. The Final score of 14-2 thrusts the Squirrels into next week’s title matchup 
against the defending champion Nationals. 
 



  
The Hurricanes 
 
Week 6 vs Flying Squirrels 
 
The Canes get their revenge from a Week 1 loss to the Squirrels in an exciting duel that saw both 
teams neck-and-neck the whole game.  The Canes starter Mike Romano faced down an equally 
strong Squirrels starter (and two-time LOTW) Blair Delean, but it was the Canes that managed to 
hold their slim lead into the 9th and closer Alex Budnik shut down the Squirrels for the victory 
that put the Canes (momentarily) into first place. 
 
Week 7 vs Mavericks 
 
The heat of June greeted the Hurricanes and Mavericks as they met for the second time this 
season and in the final game of the regular season.  The nice weather brought out lots of fans and 
just like the first game, the Mavs took advantage of Canes defensive miscues and pitching 
mistakes to chalk up 5 quick runs in the first three innings, while the Canes 4-run-ruled their 2nd 
inning at bat to leave the score 5-4 entering the bottom of the fourth. 
 
Fearing a repeat of the first meeting of these teams in April (where the Mavs carried a lead all 
the way through the game until a dramatic Canes 9th inning 2-out walk-off double), Mgr. Greg 
Budnik brought in one of his ace pitchers - Mike Romano - earlier than normal to hold the Mavs 
at bay while the Canes bats warmed up.  And hot those bats did get, putting up 11 runs in the 
next three innings, to take a commanding lead the Canes would not relinquish.  
 
The defense also found its glove, starting with a spectacular 2-out, 2-run-saving diving catch at 
first base by Mark Summa and nice digs at first base on two plays by Summa and (aptly named) 
rookie Will Glover as well as two put-outs at the plate by the Canes outfield and infield.  John 
Dean closed the game on the mound by throwing 2 innings with no earned runs allowed. 
 
The 11 run burst featured a combination of both small ball and big hitting, with a nearly 
continuous stream of all nine Canes batters reaching base, from rookie Frank Manganello's 5-for-
5 on-base effort to Will Glover's monsterous 5 hit day at the plate as the Canes take the rematch 
17-8 and head to the playoffs riding a five game winning streak.  
 
Game 8 (bye) vs Padres 
 
After earning playoff byes in their respective divisions for a season well played, the Hurricanes 
hosted the Padres at Lee High School on a beautiful Sunday morning.  In what some would have 
called two years ago a game to decide the "undisputed Legends title" (the Padres and Canes 
concurrently holding back-to-back 30+ and 19+ division titles respectively in 2011), this game 
turned out to be more of a friendly tune-up as they both looked to the semi-finals next week. 
 
The Padres came out swinging and matched sticks with the Hurricanes against manager and 
starting pitcher Greg "Budman" Budnik, who also drove in a few runs with his bat to help the 



Canes' cause.  The game was even up when the ball was handed off to Hurricanes veteran John 
"I'm just a walkin' your dog" Dean, for who the Canes bats got hot. 
 
But no one was hotter today than former NHL star, PLL (Professional Lacrosse League) standout 
and Lee High School graduate Adam "Obie" Oberheim, who jacked his first home run of his 
young life in his first at-bat (yeah, that's right! at his alma mater high school), then proceeded to 
make three outstanding plays in the field (two diving catches in left field and a put-out at the 
plate as catcher).   
 
Mark Summa joined the web gem fun with a third diving catch in left field, insuring the victory 
for the Canes as Mike Romano and Alex Budnik closed the game on the mound for the second 
half of the game.  Remarked Obie after the game:  "Wow.  I guess I shoulda played baseball in 
high school instead of lacrosse and hockey." 
 
On to the semi-finals and a "guaranteed-to-be-Legendary" game against division rival the 
Nationals! 
 
Semi-Final vs Nationals 
 
So, here's a question for you.  How do you win a playoff game with no hits?  Hmmmm?  Well, 
apparently in Legends you can't.  But that didn't stop the Hurricanes from trying (and almost 
pulling off) such an amazing feat in the 19+ Division semi-final game against their perennial 
rival, the Nationals, on a beautiful Father's Day Sunday. 
 
The dream for the rebuilt and surging Canes ended Sunday after both teams put a pair of strong 
pitchers on the mound and delivered sparkling pitching for 8 innings, allowing no earned runs for 
either team, a couple hits for the Nats and no hits for the Canes.  The Hurricanes led out of the 
gate and the majority of the game with starter and Legends rookie "Iron" Mike Romano throwing 
5 solid innings of no earned runs, followed by Alex "Just Relax" Budnik, back after a season on 
the IR, who smoothly held the Nats scoreless for 3 more innnings. 
 
Defense was strong for both squads, yielding only a few total errors for the game with both 
teams capitalizing on each one in classic "small ball" fashion, resulting in a 2-1 advantage for the 
Canes by the end of the 8th.  Both squads featured key plays to back up their pitchers as well, 
with a fantastic play by second baseman Mark "Casual Sunday" Summa who snagged a hot line 
drive with 2 outs and two in scoring position, squelching a Nats attempt to take a lead. 
 
Unfortunately, the foundation of a game that has no hitting is a weak one and the edifice that was 
a great season came crashing down for the Canes in the 9th inning when all that stood between 
them and truly "Legendary" victory was the powerful top of the Nats lineup and three more outs 
to secure.  Hard to shut down for an entire game though, those top three batters all singled (with 
the second of those almost being a double play ball - how close was glory?!) driving in the tying 
run.  It was at that point that the proverbial air seemed to leave the balloons which had held up 
the Canes' hopes to play in a third championship and then what could go wrong, did - and a 
couple hit batsmen, errors and mental miscues left the score 8-2 after top half of the 9th and was 
the resultant tally of the day, sending the Nats to the Championship for the third consecutive 



season and the Canes home to relax for the summer and appreciate a great season and what 
"might have been". 
 
All in all, an exciting game, a great Father's Day and good luck to the Nationals as they face the 
Squirrels in what should be a great game as well. 
 
 

  
The Rebels 
 
Week 6 vs Padres 
 
Despite some good scoring opportunities, the Rebels could not get the runners across home as 
they fell flat to the Padres 8-3.  Austin continued to amaze with his knack for getting key hits 
while Dave Narins kept the game close from the mound.  Great web gem catch by Rebels’ 
shortstop Scott Knapp, robbing the Padres of a Texas-Leaguer early in the game.  
 
Week 7 vs Cardinals 
 
Determined to get back to winning ways, the Rebels brought out the big bats on Sunday to 
face the Cardinals at perfectly groomed, golf-ball grass infield at South County High. Rebels 
starter Mark Cowdin held the Cards scoreless over first two frames and was backed up by 
relievers Dave Narins and Scott Day. On offense, Scott Knapp sent the first pitch he saw 350 feet 
onto the Lacrosse field for a 3-run 1st inning homer. This was followed by Famous Dray's one-
hopper to the fence to impress his girlfriend - apparently the only fan in attendance (but she got 
in for free!). Not to be outdone, Scott Day smoked a line drive 3-run homer in the 4th on a laser 
shot over the right field fence but the Rebels needed those big blasts as the Cards kept creeping 
back into the gane on key hits and several Rebels mis-read balls.  But in the end, Rebels 
prevailed behind Day's closing. Legend of the Week Nomination goes to Rebels Shortstop Scott 
Knapp for is second homer of the season, all-around ESPN defensive plays, and morale-boosting 
in the dugout! 
 
Week 8 vs Cardinals 
 
Jeff Lerner and Sean Newborn led the Rebels offense on an overcast humid Sunday at the best 
field that Legends League plays on (South County HS), supporting Dave Narins' season-best 5-
inning outing as he amassed numerous strikeouts of Cardinal batters. Scott Knapp helped on 
offense with a gapper triple in the second and relieved Narins to complete the game.  Highlight 
of the day was a "C-Ya" blast by Newborn landing on top of the Mustangs batting cage over left 
field fence for a 2-run homer in the 3rd. Austin continued his hitting streak with an RBI single 
sending home a run in the 5th. Other key RBI hits by Sprately and Narins sealed the deal sending 
the Rebels to next week's Legends semifinals vs the Expos... 



 
The Explorers 
 
Week 9 vs Senators 
 
The Explorers & Senators played a complete ballgame in every respect -- decent defense, decent 
pitching, some warning-track power, close all the way to the last pitch, no rain, and we got the 
whole 9 innings in.  The Explorers jumped out to a 5-0 lead in the early frames, as Patrick 
McCane's clutch 2-out single plated two runs in the first, Matt Edwards' 2-out RBI double scored 
Luis Feliciano with another run in the second, and singles by Mike Battaglia, Wes Rosati, Nate 
Gross and McCane brought home two more in the third.   However, the Sens' hitters caught 
fire with a 4-spot in the fourth and tied it in the 5th, while their pitching got tough and stifled 
the visitors' bats for four innings, ensuring a highly competitive and entertaining game for the 
players and the Father's Day crowd of fans in attendance.  Battaglia's clutch hit brought home the 
eventual winning run in the top of the eighth, while McCane pitched shutout ball over the final 
four frames for the win, backing up Jeff Wright, Kevin Jillions and Edwards on the hill.  It 
wouldn't have been an Explorers' game without a WebGem by Akil Barlow from the shortstop 
position, as he saved a sure double with a twisting, diving, over-the-shoulder snare of a pop-fly 
that had been headed for no-man's land down the left-field line.    
 

 
The Expos 
 
Week 6 vs Firefighters 
 
Obviously it was a lopsided score but the Firefighters never threw in the towel.  They played 
hard the entire game.  Having a lot of new players, they were short on pitching and fielding 
experience, but over the course of the game, the team was more competitive.  Sunday's game was 
a hitting clinic for the Expos though a fair number of their runs were unearned.  Everyone had 
multiple hits and spent much time on the bases throughout the 8 inning game.   The 
Firefighters earned 6 runs off one of our pitchers and our late game reliever.  The Expos had 
some very good defensive plays and the starting pitching kept our opponents off the base paths 
for 3 innings. 
 
Week 7 vs Explorers 
 
Expos star of the Week is Britt Dennis hits a massive Grand Slam homer over the right field 
fence leading the way to the Expos 15-2 victory at Mt. Vernon HS.  
 



 

  Umpires Corner! 
 
The famous questions still persist:   
Does the tie go to the runner?  Can you run into a fielder if it’s unintentional? 
You make the call. 
 
by Greg Budnik, Legends Umpire 
 
 
Situation #1:  Ground ball to short.  The ball is bobbled for a moment (hey … it’s Legends – 
I’m just tryin’ to be realistic here).  The throw is a good one … the runner is lunging for the bag 
… it’s … a tie.  You make the call! 
 
ANSWER:  This is a myth.  Physically, there can never be a tie.  Ties are rare physically because 
of the very nature of what it means to have a tie.  The two events (runners foot hits the base and 
ball hits fielders mitt) can happen extremely close to each other, but never at EXACTLY the same 
time.  So it’s up to the umpire's judgment as to which happened first.  Rule 7.08 states that a 
runner is out when he fails to touch his base BEFORE he, or his base, is tagged by a fielder.  So 
if there was such a thing as a tie, or the umpire cannot discern the runner beat the throw/catch, 
the runner is out on the basis he did not touch the base BEFORE the fielder touched the base.  
The rule also states that a runner is out if he fails to reach the next base BEFORE being tagged 
by a fielder or the base to which he is forced is tagged.  So put that one to bed … there are no 
ties in baseball – well, except for MLB All-Star games!  When in doubt, call ‘em out! (old ump’s 
axiom) 
 
 
Situation #2:  Fly ball directly between the plate and 1st base.  The pitcher is settling under the 
ball, standing squarely on the baseline and the batter-runner, while staying within the running 
lane, collides unintentionally with the pitcher before fielding the flyball.  The ball is then not 
caught and lands in foul territory without being touched by a player.  You make the call! 
 
ANSWER:  The batter-runner is out.  Rule 7.08 says that “a runner is out when … (b) He 
intentionally interferes with a thrown ball; or hinders a fielder attempting to make a play on a 
batted ball.  The MLB Interpretation on this is as follows:  “MLB Comments on Rules - Rule 7.08(b) 
Comment: A runner who is adjudged to have hindered a fielder who is attempting to make a play on a 
batted ball is out whether it was intentional or not.”  
 
Editor’s note:  Both of these situations were debated in a Legends semi-finals game last week. 
 
If you have a call from a game you’d like to contribute for analysis by Legends’ umpires, please 
email them to ron@playlegends.com  
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